
 

Civil Engineer 

Ahmed ElTokhy 

A high-motivated Civil Engineer with 3 years of experience involved 
finishes , construction ,handover and bridges with a Proven track record 
of finishing complex projects Looking for an opportunity to assist 
companies of any sector in becoming more successful by contributing my 
knowledge, creativity, and vigor to their problem-solving needs 

CAREER OBJECTIVE  

WORK EXPERIENCE 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor’s degree in Construction 

Engineering 

 Egyptian Russian University 

 

GPA: 2.33 

2014-2019 

Badr-Egypt 

SKILLS 

 Construction Engineering Management 

 English 

 Technical expertise 

 Leadership 

 Structural Robot 

 Analytical skills 

 Attention to detail 

 AutoCAD 

 MS OFFICE 

 Project execution 

 
 

Coordinated with clients, contractors, and government agencies to 
facilitate smooth project execution, resolving any design or 
construction issues promptly to ensure project milestones were 
achieved on time, resulting in high client satisfaction and repeat 
business opportunities Played an active role in handover and Finishing 
lead. 

 

2021- 2023 
Cairo-Egypt 

Civil/Handover Engineer 

ElSaid ElAmma for contracting and real-estate 

PROJECTS 

 it was a compressed time line project with highly quality expectations  i was 

responsible for finishes  

 about 35,000 meter facility and 610 office ( marble , mdf , hdf , hpl , curtain wall , 

Alometal , epoxy , paints and Gypsum board ceiling ) 

 i had to lead 400-550 worker daily , direct them to priorities and coordinate 

between various contractors 

 the last month of the time line i was delivering each unit to its inhabitant 

successfully delivered 570 unit in 24 day 

Jul2022 - May2023 

Asyut New Security Directorate   
Civil/handover Engineer 

(+20) 1022529311 a.eltokhy291@gmail.com 

/in/ahmed-el-tokhy-b7433386/ Qalubia-Egypt 

 
Supervised finishing (33) Residential Building consists of 4 floors + roof 
Worked as handover engineer for 100 building delivered 93% of the units successfully  
Was in charge of equipment’s movement and labor priorities  

Oct2021 - Jul2022 

Stone Residence Qatamya  
Civil/handover Engineer 

 

 15 Axis bridge 700 meter long  , day to day 
work as a execution engineer leading site crew , 
dealing with the consultant , making daily 
reports  

 

Nahya Bridge 

Civil Engineer 
   May2023 - Jul2023 

 

 

 supervised implanting 2600 m Anti-friction 
epoxy 

 Paving the surrounding roads 

 

Qatamya Traffic Center 

Civil Engineer 
  Dec2021 - Jun2022 

 


